MANIFESTO

I Vansh Bhatia (150010058) if elected as a Maintenance secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the following:

Initiatives:

- Provide white boards in the rooms
- Arrange for ropes in all rooms for hanging wet clothes during rainy season
- Put posters in all common areas for hostel welfare

Follow Ups:

- Cow gates in ground floor
- Electric mosquito killer in common rooms
- Providing mirror in all the rooms
- Box grills in west wing first floor, pool room and computer room
- Metallic dog gates so as to avoid dog problem in wings
- Replacement of all old broken dustbin holders
- Fencing of area behind the west wing and near gym
- New equipment and music system for the gym
- Removal of CFLs in toilets and installing tubelights so as to avoid delay in their replacement
- Removal of doors between the rooms and putting up solid wall there
- Repair of doors of computer and pool room
- New ceiling fan in the room

General Duties:

- Ensure proper cleaning of washrooms by frequent visits
- Ensure regular cleaning of rooms and wings
- Ensure timely completion of all the tasks under PHO
- Ensure regular visits of carpenter and plumber so that problems are solved at the earliest
- Check that the water coolers and aqua guards are well maintained and regularly cleaned
- Ensure that lights in the hostel are replaced at the earliest in case of damage
- Proper lighting in the fields to avoid problem during hostel activities like PPL, etc.
- Proper maintenance of ground by regular water sprinkling and grass cutting
- Ensure regular spray of mosquito repellent to control the mosquito breeding

As A Hostel Maintenance secretary:

- Coordinate with the council of other genres so as to meet their requirements
- Coordinate with the hostel council in conducting hostel activities like PAF, 9tanki, Valfi, etc.